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man courageous enough but without the means to defend
his property.   Afewerk hated Europeans.
Director of Jijiga before the preparations for the war, he
had taken an interest in the Tafari Makonnen School,
whose prize-givings he attended. A speech of his on one
of these occasions praised " the scholars for their tenacity
and the teachers for their civilisation." He saw to it that
when the Anglo-Ethiopian Boundary Commission started
off on its survey of the pastures, watering-places and con-
fines of the Ogaden, almost half the Jijiga boys' school
should follow the Ethiopian section to study the manage-
ment of wireless, measures of health, camp commissariat,
the care of lorries on a long trek. He liked cleanliness,
order, technical ability, in addition to the normal African
taste for book learning. But he wanted his country to
fend for itself, and was ready to resist any foreign intrusion,
whether the method were peace or war.
Other Ethiopians who resisted European influences did
so on the basis of conservatism. They wished to preserve
ancestral usages. To Afewerk these meant little : the
Western accretions upon him were not superficial. A
black man, he knew the value of thinking for himself
outside the customary circle of the Ethiopian mind. The
Italians he knew wanted to rob him of his country and
basically, he felt, all these Europeans with their common
tradition whatever their collective promises, would stick
together. He felt sure that no European nation would
take Ethiopia's side if Italy attacked her. Ethiopia was
too remote for pledges to her to have any value. In all
his dealings with Europeans he saw their clannishness
sticking out a yard. He detested them all.
Like most Ethiopians, he had no taste for decoration,
except that of dress. Around him on the wall hung the
following masterpieces: Huntley and Palmer's almanac,
with coloured portrait of Queen Mary. Faded photo-
graphs of the Emperor and the Empress in coronation
robes. An advertisement of Johnnie Walker. A group
of the Imperial family. A gorgeous Greek oleograph,
featuring the Admiral Kountouriotes, President of the
Greek Democracy, his eyes an honest china blue and his
cheeks pink as a hunting coat, being crowned with victorious
laurel by Thernistocles and a fat girl called Public Opinion.

